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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong.
COLLEG-EVILLE, ZPEHSrnSP-A., DECEMBER 0, 1888.

VOLUM E 14-

THREE AWFUL BOYS.
W IIAT “ THE LITTLE BLUE EYE AT THE
KNOT HOLE' 1 ACCOMPLISHED.

The small brown cottage adjoining
Miss Lydia Blake's premises in the rear
had been rented after an extended
vacancy, and three awful boys and
their mother were coming to live in
it!
Oh dear I oh dear 1 What was to Vie
done ? They would steal her best fall
pippins, and strangle the cat, and throw
stones at the windows, and pull up her
choicest flowers by the roots—in short,
complete the whole hideous list of small
boys devices,to worry and annoy de
fenseless maiden ladies.
Hitherto Miss Lydia had been very
fortunate in her neighbors, or rather
in her lack of them. The old, square
brick house, where she had been born
and brought up, stood a short distance
from the town, the only dwelling in the
immediate vicinity being the little
brown cottage, formerly occupied by a
working man and his wife—quiet people,
who went away to the cotton mills
early in the morning, returning at sun
down to their frugal evening meal and
wellearned rest.
And now she was to be tormented
by a pack of harum scarum boys, who
would cut up all sorts of troublesome
monkey-shines, and make her life a
burden. Something must be done about
it.
So a carpenter wassummoned, and the
low dividing fence replaced by solid
boards, six feet in height, and with a
row of pointed pickets along the top,
to catch in the clothes of would-be
thieves and discourage a second visit.
And then, with war in hef heart, she
resigned herself to meet the inevitable.
One morning, about two weeks after
this, she was at work in her back gar
den shaded by its gnarled old apple
tree, and bright with autumn blossoms.
If there was a tender spot in Miss
Lydia’s heart, it was for her flowers;
and well she might be proud of them.
No garden for miles around could boast
such mammoth carnations,. such late
roses, or such varieties of geraniums.
It was here her lonely heart found com
panionship and relaxation.
She was stooping to tie up the great,
ragged, red chrysanthemums, whose
heads were so heavy, that they had
fallen over on to the gravel walk, when
her attention was arrested by a slight
noise in front of her, and a moment
later, a large knot came flying out of
its hole in the high board fence, clear
ing the air an inch in front of her aris
tocratic nose.
“ W hat’s that ?” she cried in a startled
tone.
“It's only me,” replied a childish
voice, as a little .blue eye and a part of
a little white cheek appeared in the
knot-bole.
“ You go right away, you wicked goodfor nothing boy, or else I ’ll call a
policeman,” exclaimed Miss Lydia, re
sorting to the usual defense of unpro
tected females.
“ I didn’t mean to hit you,” said the
child. “ I only want to look at the
flowers. They smelled all the way
right through the fence, and I wanted
to. see what they looked like. My I
aren’t those chrysanthemums stun
ners 1”
“ Be off with y o u !” repeated Miss
Lydia, excitedly. “ I want no meddle
some boys spying out my garden. Be
off! I say.”
“ All right,” said the child, “ I ’ll go.
But I wasn’t going to meddle with any
thing. I can come another time though,
just as well, so good-bye, and the little
i
eye vanished as sudden as it had
I appeared.
Miss Lydia looked around for the
knot, but Hector had carried it off
and buried it for a bone, so with an
emphatic “ Humph I” she went back into
[ the bouse. This, she thought, is the
beginning of the end ; and so, indeed, it
was.
The next morning, when she stepped
i out on her back porch, there was the
blue eye again at the knot-hole, and a
sbrill voice called o u t: “ Ob, there you
are 1 I ’ve been waiting for you ever so
long. Mother told me to say that I was
i Very sorry I frightened yog yesterday ;
and that I mustn’t ever come again to
bother you, if you don’t like to have me
look at your flowers. Did you say I
wasn’t to really look through your nice
1 little knot-hole ?”
“ Holes don’t belong to any body,”
■ said Miss Lydia tartly.
“Oh 1 can I really come again then?”

exclaimed the child delightedly. “ Ill
tell mother wbat a nice lady you are,
and then we’ll be friends, won’t we?”
I haven’t many friends, ’cept two or
three. Don’t you like boys ?” he con
tinued.
“ No I don’t 1” replied Miss Lydia.
“ They are a plague and a nuisance.”
“ I wish you did,” said the child.
“ Because then may be you’d give me a
flower.”
“Just as I thought,” said Miss Lynia.
“ The next thing you will be managing
to get over the fence and help your
self.”
“ Oh, no! I couldn’t. I ’ve got a pain in
my back and have to go with a crutch.
It hurts awful sometimes, and then I
cry, and mother rocks me in her arms
and cries to o ; and then we both feel
tietter. But I couldn’t climb the fence,
even if I wanted, nor run, nor any
thing.”
“ Well, if yo.u don’t, your brothers
will,” returned Miss Lydia.
“ No, they wouldn’t. They’re away
all day; and besides it’s wicked to steal,
Didn't you know that ?”
“ Humph 1” said Miss Lydia, though
in a somewhat modified tone.
A moment later, a giant red chrysan
themum found its way through the
knot-hole, with a hasty: “ Tberej run
away, child 1” and the little crutch went
tupping back to the house, with the
coveted prize.
It soon became a regular thing, for
the little blue-eye to appear at the
knot-hole, when Miss Lydia was tend-'
ing her flowers in the morning; and
unconsciously she. began to watch for
it, and miss it if it was not there.
With his innocent prattle, and gifts
of cherry-stone baskets and impossible
boats, gradually the little fellow found
his way through the outer crust to Miss
Lydia’s heart; and not a few fragrant
blossoms fell through the hole, into the
eager little hands.
.“ What’s your name?” he asked one
day, in childish cuiiosity. “ Mine’s Jerry
—Jerry Howell. I was named after my
papa. He died far away in California;
but be used to live in this very place,
and he told us to come back to his old
home, and may be somebody would be
kind to us, for his sake,”
The trowel dropped upon the box
border. Jerry Howell! The name she
never thought to hear again ; buried
in the past, with her youth and hap
piness 1
The child rambled on, but she did
not heed him, and presently he went
away.
There had been a lover’s quarrel,
which had terminated fatally. I t was
mostly her fault,- and she knew it,
though she bad been too proud to own
it. But somehow she bad never for
gotten the look in those blue eyes, as
the garden gate slammed behind the
boyish figure that went striding down
the street between the rows of maples.
The next week he sailed for the far
W est; and some years later the news
came back to his native town that he
was happily married. From that time
Miss Lydia was a changed creature;
for in her heart she had truly loved
blithe, impulsive Jerry Howell, and
too late bitterly repented her hasty
words.
•
She buried herself vigoroutly in her
uncongenial work of country school
teaching, until called home by the ad
vancing age of her parents, who finally
passed away, leaving her with a modest
income and the old brick bouse.
Almost all her young friends bad
married or scattered, and those who re
mained were repelled by her coldness
and reticence ; so she was left entirely
to herself, and it was little wonder
that her life became narrowed and sun
less.
And now Jerry Howell was dead, and
the sweet-faced, fair-haired little woman
in black, with the two manly lads and
the delicate little cripple, were his wife
and children. And they had come to
live under the very shadow of her roof.
She had always beard that truth was
stranger than fiction’; but now she had
a living proof of it.
The next day the little blue-eye was
missing, and the next, and the next.
At last Miss Lydia grew uneasy, in
spite of herself. She actually went out
Of hpr way on ap errand to the market
in order to pass the house. And there
was old Dr. Maxwell’s gig tied up to
the post.
Mrs. Howell opened the door for him
just at that moment, and seeing the tall
figure lingering at the gate, came down
the steps with a pleasant smile and out
stretched hand,
“ You must pome in and see Jerry ,”

she said. “ He has been asking for
you, and will be glad to see you.”
“ I thought, perhaps,” begun Miss Ly
dia, hesitating. “ I only wanted to find
out—”
“ Yes,” said Mrs. Howell, kindly, “ he
had one of his bad turns, worse than
usual; but we hope be will be better
soon. Here he is in here,” and she led
the way to the bed-room.
“ I kuew you’d come,” exclaimed the
child, sitting up in bed, and putting
up his mouth for a kiss. “ This is
the nice lady who gives me all the flow
ers.”
“ Yes,” said Mrs. Howell. “ I have
often wanted to thank you for your
kindness to my little boy. He has so
much enjoyed your garden.”
“ Flowers don’t cost anything,” repli
ed Miss Lydia.
“ Oh yes, they do,” interrupted Jerry.
“ They cost lots of time and work, and
when the big ones stick in the hole, you
can’t get them out and that’s a bother,
isn’t it?”
“ I hope from this time forth that we
shall be very good friends, and see a
great deal of each other,” said Mrs.
Howell, turning her smiling face upon
Miss Lydia.
“ I never make calls,” she answered
stiffly.
“No, not formal calls,” said Mrs.
Howell. “ But we are neighbors, you
know, and we are very lonely here, al
though it was my husband’s birth-place.
If it were not for little Jerry she con
tinued,‘“ I should be very desolate. My
other boys are away all day at work.
I long to put them at school, but they
have to help me,'now their father is
gone. The evenings, though, are our
happy times, when we have a little
class in Latin, algebraand history. I
was a governess before I was married,
and try to turn my experience to ac
count for their sakes.”
Miss Lydia’s call was very brief; but
before she left, both Jerry and his
mother had extracted from her a prom
ise to come again—and come she did,
to her own surprise, not once, but often;
and seldom empty-handed. Sometimes
it was a bunch of the cherished flowers
or a red-cheeked apple ; and then, when
the little frame grew weaker, a bowl of
nourishing chicken soup, or a dish of
calves’-foot jelly.
But one beautiful morning, when the
woods over by the river were aflame
with the tints of the Indian summer
time, the little blue eyes closed forever,
to open in the sunshine of a fairer
world, where people never have any
pains in their back,* and where there
isn’t any suffering.
In the weary days that followed, it
was Miss Lydia’s presence that most
comforted the sorrowing mother. Left
alone the long day through, the two
women grew to need each other, and
lean upon each other for companionship.
And then, too, when Miss Lydia found
that her possessions remained unmoles
ted, and when one day Philip Howell
brought home poor, trembling little
Hector, safe from the clutches of the
pound man she was, so to speak, forced
to bury the hatchet and smoke the pipe
of peace.
The uneventful days passed by, when
one afternoon at the post-office she was
handed a letter, that caused her no lit
tle surprise. I t seemed she owned a
small farm in an adjoining township,
left her by an aunt for whom she was
named. This she had rented out, and
thought little of, as long as the money
came in regularly. But here was an
urgent offer to purchase it. The rail
road wanted it for the site of their new
terminus, and offered what seemed a
perfectly fabulous sum—more than she
had ever dreamed of possessing,
She hurried home and read it over.
There it was in black and white, aDd
stamped with the company’s seal. No
possible mistake.
Wbat must she do? Accept, assured
ly 1 but then what could she want with
all that money, she a solitary woman,
with enough for her simple needs, and
neither chick nor child to call her own.
Should she put it in the bank, and leave
it in her will to a refuge or orphan chil
dren or needy widows? Might she not
see the beneflts of it in her own life,
time ?
“ He told us to come back to his old
home, and maybe somebody would be
kind to us for his sake.” The child’s
words lingered in her mind. Who had
more reason to be kind than she ? Might
she not in some way atone for the bit
terness she bad once caused a trusting
friend ?
Why not—yes, why not educate those
two bright boys, and gratify their own
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ambitions and those of their proud little days, as tutor and student. The hours If he reached it you know what he
were long and the double duties ardu would do. He would upset it with a
mother ?
ous
; but, as he wrote home to his moth blow, and both the boy and his mother
She knew a noble college in the sha
dow of the foot-hills, a day’s journey er in ODe of bis characteristic letters : he lost. Eight or nine of us jumped
from the town. Many a youth had “ Give a fellow a sound body, a dash of into canoes and started for the boy.
gone from that commencement hall, common-sense, and a good education to The crocodile had neaily overtaken the
equipped for the battle of life and the back them both, and if he hasn’t got canoe, but we reached it in time. We
struggle for daily bread. The genial grit enough to shift for himself, the scared the crocodile away, and brought
president aDd her father had been com sooner he makes way for some one who the canoe to the shore. The boy step
ped out on the ground and fell down, he
rades in the old red school-house in the has, the better.”
Philip went into business in his own was so frightened and tired. We car
New Hampshire hills, when tops and
town, where faithful at his post, clear ried him into one of my huts and took
marbles ruled the day.
The intimacy had not been kept up, headed and honorable in all his dealings, his mother's body too. We thoughtshe
on account of time and distance; but he readily found his way into the hearts was dead.
“ But after a little while she opened
well she remembered a visit paid with of thé people. So that it was not many
her
eyes. She could whisper only two
years
before
he
was
able
to
visit
his
her father in the cool, cozy receptionor
three
words. She asked for the boy.
college
town,
and
bring
back
a
dark
room of the President’s house, and the
We
laid
him beside her on her arm.
haired
girl,
his
wife
;
and
then
went
to
hospitality pressed upon them by bis
She
stroked
him two or three times
housekeeping
in
the
little
brown
cottage
kind-faced wife. Just the place to send
with
her
hand.
But she was hurt so
with
its
coat
of
shining
new
paint,
and
two promising boys.
badly. Then she shut her eyes and did
the inside shining as well.
Of course, if they went away to school
Then the tall fence came completely not open them nor speak again. Oh 1
their mother must come and live with
down and then the sunshine had full how the little boy cried. But he had
her. I t would be no small trial to have
saved his mother’s body from the croco
her privacy broken in upon, even by play.
On the evening of the young couple’s dile.”
so sweet a woman as Mrs. Howell, but
As Essalaka told this story the tears
arrival, Miss Lydia and Mrs. Howell
when the Blakes saw their duty, they
coursed
down his cheeks. I have seen
sat late over their open fire. Tom had
did it, and never flinched.
just left for the city, where he now had in this savage tribe,” writes Captain
She paced the floor until the moon an office of his own, ' and was looked Coquilbat, “ men and their wives who
light threw long, slanting rays through upon as a promising young lawyer.
•really love each other, and vertiable
the narrow windows; she turned her
The tall clock ticked monotonously honeymoons among young couples.
tea out of her spoon until it was cold ;
The child feels for his father the fear
on the high mantle-shelf ; and at peace
the supperless cat came and rubbed
and
respect which his authority inspires,
with all the world, the tabby-cat slept
against her dress unheeded, and then
but
he
truely loves his mother, and has
purring on the hearth rug. Outside,
walked stifly out of the room, with his
a
tender
interest in her even after he
the evening breeze sent the boughs of
back in an indignant arch.
the climbiDg rose-bush tapping against becomes a man.”—New York Sun.
She sat far into the night; but before the curtained windows.
she went to rest, two letters in a cram
How the Tiger Kills and Eats.
Mrs. Howell crossed over to a low
ped, old fashioned hand were dropped
stool near Miss Lydia’s chair, and laid
into the post-box on the corner—one
In a letter read before the Bombay
her hand upon her knee, while she look
to the agents, accepting their offer, and
Natural
History Society recently, and
ed up into her withered face with burn
another to Prof. Arlington, asking for
published
in its journal, Mr. Inverarity,
ing eyes. “Dear friend,” she said, “ how
information regarding fees, entrance
a
noted
shikari,
discussed the habits
good you have been to us, and how
examination, etc.
much we owe to your never-failing of the tiger, and especially the mode in
And when his satisfactory reply and kindness ?”
which it kills and eats its prey. Some
the papers of the sale were in her hands,
“ You owe me,” replied Miss Lydia, think he siezes by the throat, others
she went over to the little brown cot softly, “ not half so much as I owe you; by the nape of the neck from above.
tage, and awkwardly enough made for what comfort and happiness I would
Mr. Inverarity has examined scores
known her proposition. But the way have missed, had it not been for the of slain animals with special reference
it was accepted 1 Poor Mts. Howell little-blue eye at the knot-hole— Woman's to this point, and Ilf S t i f f case but oBlT
broke completely down in a burst of Magazine
the throat was seized from below. The
thankful tears; and as for the boys—
exception was an old boar who had
they danced about, and hugged each
been seized by the back of the neck
A Congo B oy Hero.
other, and were so demonstrative in
from above. One of a single file of
their delight, that Miss Lydia was forc
On the Congo river, in Africa, near villagers who was once seized by the
ed to beat a hasty retreat, for fear they the equator, live the Ba-Ngala, with nape of the neck by a man eater, but
would fall upon her bodily'.
whom the explorer, Stanley, had his saved by his companions, had no idea
A month later, two gay young figures hardest battle when he floated down when he recovered his senses what had
waved good-bye from the platform of the great stream. They are the most happened. Whether dislocation of the
the train that bore them away to ma powerful and intelligent of the Upper neck takes place is doubtful.
triculate ; and Mrs. Howell came to Congo natives, and since Captain
The tame hunting leopards always
take up he? abode in the old brick Coquilbat four years ago established a
kill by pressure on the windpipe, with
house.
station in their country, they have be out breaking the skip ; possibly the
Being a woman of exceptional good come good friends of the whites. A
tiger kills in the same way. I t is only
sense, she sought, by the exercise of while ago an exciting event occurred
by accident, if at all, that tigers in kill
the greatest tact, to make her presenoe in one of their many villages, and Esing sever any important vein or artery,
felt. And it was a pleasant sight to salaka, the chief, went to Captain Coand no blood to speak of flows from
see the brisk little figure flitting in and quilhat to tell him about it.
the throat wounds. Yery large and
out of the gloomy rooms, adding daint
powerful animals like the bull, buffalo
“You
know
the
big
island
near
my
touches here and there, tastefully ar
town,” he said. “ Well, yesterday, and bison, if attacked at all, are in the
ranging the ever abundant flowers.
soon after the sun came up, one of my first instance attacked from the rear,
In the Spring, Miss Lydia had her
women and her little boy started for with a view to disable them.
first severe illness; and then was Mrs.
the island in a canoe. ' The boy is
Having killed, the tiger almost in
Howell’s opportunity. She nursed her
some dozens of moons old. Capt. Co variably begins eating a bind quarter,
with the most untiring devotion—read
quilbat says about twelve years old. consuming one or probably both.
ing to her, bearing with her fretfulness,
He says that while his mother was Sometimes he leaves the stomach and
and seeking every means in her power
paddling she saw something in the wa intestines as they are ; sometimes he
to shorten the weary hours, until she
ter and leaned over to look at it. Then will remove them to one sider making
was herself again.
he saw a crocodile sieze his mother a neat parcel of them. A tiger and
In the meantime glowing letters came
and drag her out of the canoe. Then tigress together will finish an ordinary
from the boys ; letters brimming over
the crocodile and the woman sank out sized animal at one meal, leaving only
with college prangs and jollities; but
the head. In this case it is probable
with an under-current of steadiness and of sight.
“The paddle was lying in the canoe. that the second begins at the fore
earnestness of purpose that comforted
Animals are never eaten
The boy picked it up to paddle back to quarter.
the mother’s heart.
where
they
are killed, but are always
Buttheyears flew by, as years will, and the village. Then he thought, “ Oh, if
dragged
a
short distance. They are
one day the June sun shone hotly down I could only scare the crocodile and
not
lifted
clear
of the ground, but
get
my
mother
back
1”
He
could
tell
on the Commencement Hall, filled with
dragged.
by
the
moveing
water
where
the
croco
the portly fathers, applauding vigorous
Having gorged himself, the tiger
ly with their goldheaded canes; the dile was. He was swimming just under
sometimes
lies close by his prey, but if
the
surface
toward
the
island.
Then
proudly beaming mothers ; the rows of
it
is
hot
weather
and there are hills in
the
boy
followed
the
crocodile
just
as
under-graduates; and the bevies of
the
neighborhood,
he will go a long
fast
as
he
could
paddle.
Very
soon
the
young girls in summer dresses.
distance
off
before
resting for the day.
crocodile
reached
the
island
and
went
And here, too, were Miss Lydia and
He
prefers
to
lie
in
a cool cave or in a
out
on
land.
He
laid
the
woman’s
body
Mrs. Howell. Many an eye turned with
breeze
on
the
hill
side
than in the close
on
the
ground.
Then
he
went
back
curiosity on the tall, rigid form, and stiff
hot
jungle.
into
the
river
and
swam
away.
You
gray silk, black china-crape shawl and
He returns next night and finishes
gray straw bonnet, and the slight figure know why he did this. He wanted his
what is left, but he never eats a second
mate, and started out to find her.
in widow’s garb.
“ Then the little boy paddled fast to time on the same spot, dragging the
Both boys acquitted themselves well
and graduated with honor ; and when where his mother was lying. He jump remains of -the prey 40 or 50 yards off.
their clear young voices rang out ed out of the boat and ran to her. Sportsmen coming on a half-devoured
through the spacious hall in manly, There was a big wound in her breast. animal and desiring to catch the tiger,
ambitious sentiments, Miss Lydia was Her eyes were shut. He felt sure that tie the prey to a tree. The tiger takes
so visibly affected that she was obliged she was dead. He is strong, but he about two hours’ steady eating to
to take violent sniffs of her smelling- could not lift her. He dragged her finish the fore quarters of a bullock.
Mr. Inverarity sat over a small tig
body to the canoe. He knew the croco
bottle to recover her equilibrium.
ress
one night who ate for teu minutes
After the exercises, Prof. Arlington dile might come back at any moment
then
went away for twenty, probably
greeted her warm lj'; and then turning and kill him, too. He used all his
to
drink,
and on her return ate steadily
strength.
Little
by
little
he
got
his
to Mrs. Howell, he said : “ You may
for
two
and a quarter hours. He did
mother’s
body
into
the
canoe.
Then
he
well be proud of your sons—but”—
not
fire,
as
he could not see her.
pushed
away
from
the
shore
and
started
lying his hand on Tom’s shoulder—
Tigers are cannibals ; they will make
“ this young man stays with me, I need home.
“ We had not seen the boy and his their meals off each other. They are
him in my preparatory department, and
then at the same time, he can be pour mother at all. Suddenly we heard supposed to kill once in five or six days,
ing over Coke and Blackstone, as he is shouting on the river, and we saw the and no doubt the tiger after a heavy
bound to become a lawyer. We have boy paddling as hard as he could. feed does not care to bunt much for a
arranged it all between us, and only Every two or three strokes he would few days ; but a tiger kills whenever he
look behind him. Then he saw a croco can. They have been known to kill on
wait your sanction.”
So Tom went back, after the holi dile swimming fast toward the canoe. fourteen ponsecutive nights,

Mr. Inverarity believes that animals
killed by tigers suffer little beyond the
panic of a few seconds. The shock pro
duces a stuper and dreaminess in which
there is no sense of pain or feeling of
terror. The powerful stroke of the
fore paw of the tiger is a fiction ; he
clutches with his claws as one might
with the fingers, but does not strike a
blow.
Tigers wander immense distances at
night, and, as they like easy going,
they go on roads and paths. They do
not like to move during the heat of the
day, as the hot ground burns their pads
and makes them raw. They can on oc
casion climb trees.
In Salsette one climbed after a cer
tain Pandoo, but could not reach him,
and retired. Pandoo, thinking the coast
clear, got down and ran toward home,
but on the way was caught by the tiger
and killed.
The inquest report stated that “ Pan
doo died of the tiger eating him ; there
was no other cause of death. Nothing
was left except some fingers, which pro
bably belonged to the right or left
hand.” Natives have a belief that the
ghosts of the man-eater’s victims ride
in his head and warn him of danger, or
point the way to fresh victims.
Told of Brigham Young.

A good Latterday Saint says he re
members very well how Brother Brig
ham used to send over to the City Hall
when be was short, to see how much
money there was in the treasury, that
the same might be loaned to the Lord.
The relator told how one day the BeeHive House messenger came into the
hall with the exclamation, “ Well, boys,
how much cash is there to-day in the
treasury?” “ About $8,000,” said the
treasurer. “ Well, pack it up, the old
man wants it,” and the $8,000 was
“.packed up” withou t any ado and laid
at the feet of Brother Brigham. There
was no collateral of any kind put up ;
the loan was to the Lord our God and
the Lord our God was Brigham. Read
ers who doubt the above may be con
vinced by turning to Mrs. Stenhouse’s
book and learn how Brother Brigham
ordered $215 worth of bonnets of her
for his wives and then wrote on the bot
tom of the bill : “ You will be credited
this amount on your tithing account.”
— Salt Lake City Tribune.
A Story of “ Larry” Jerome.

One of the best stories told of the
late “ Larry” Jerome is that when trav
eling in Florida not very long ago he
stayed at a hotel, the proprietor of
which asked him, when he was about
to depart, to sign his name in a book
not quite like an ordinary hotel register
but one used, after the fashion of an
old English custom, for the purpose of
obtaining the names of distinguished
guests. When Mr. Jerome was about
to place his signature with the others,
he saw that the writer just before him
had inscribed the comment. “ I came
here for change and rest and got it.”
Quick as thought the witty clubman
penned beneath it: “ I also came here
for change and rest, but the waiters
got the change and the landlord got the
rest.”
At the sale of the effects of the late
Ben Perley Poore two prints, purport
ing to be likenesses of George and Mar
tha Washington, were sold for over $500
They were small pictures, yellow with
age, yet their value was great, owing
to the fact that they were the first
engraved prints of George and Martha
Washington made in this country, in
1782, by George Norman, the first
American engraver.
Dr. Shepherd expresses in the Lancet
the belief that consumption is due to a
constant irritation of the air passages,
and that cold air breathed at night is
one of the greatest irritants. Those
who live most of the time in the open
air are the least likely to suffer from
phthisis, because their lungs are so ac
customed to cold air as not to be irri
tated by it at night.
Prof. Gustav Gehring states that
5.038.000. 000 pounds of cane sugar and
5.588.000. 000 pounds of beet sugar are
produced annually. All plants contain
sugar, but only four others—the sugar
palm of the Indies, the maple tree, the
sorghum and the sugar corn are at all
used industrially for its extracation; and
from these four the total quantity of
sugar obtained is comparatively insig
nificant.

D R . J. B O N D W A T T ,
THE OLD STAND
be heartily in favor of Mr. McKinley
or
Mr.
Butterwortb,
but
would
simply
to Congress was promulgated Tuesday
morning. I t is a strong document, and stick to the Senate forever rather than
Governor Foraker have it. Of all
Is elected. The other fellow is not. And this glorious country is Once more saved from its perils.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
entirely worthy of the able and honest- let
the candidates, Warner Miller’s chances The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry)
Had Cleveland been elected, and the other fellow left, tbe yountry would be safe all
minded
statesman
who
produced
it.
seem the surest. John Wanamaker will
the game. Nevertheless there is going to be a change in the Administration
CO LLEGE V IL L E , MONTG. CO., PA.
Store Stand In upper part of Trappc, with a
I t contains a number of very plain likely receive a foreign mission, and
of Uncle Sam’s affairs, but there will be no change in the
full variety of Store Goods and is pre
E . S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor. truths which sooner or later will be General Alger and John Sherman can
pared to accommodate the public
1338 WALNUT STREET,
accepted by men of all parties, in spite not be in the Cabinet together. Mr.
in the best manner.
Sherman’s hatred of General Alger is
of the clamor of those favored by class too deep to permit that. We shall see
T hursday, Decem. 6, 1888.
PENNA.
We expect to remain here, and by fair and honest dealing and living margins, we will hope to
legislation as against the masses of the what we shall see.
PHILADELPHIA,
accommodate our patrons and Increase our trade. Come and see us.
people.
President
Cleveland
is
not
only
The
Speakership
fight
wages
furious
S ecretary W h itn ey ' s recent report
ly. Representatives Butterwortb and
Yours truly,
CALICOES,
of the condition of the navy shows a statesman. He is a well-balanced Cannon are busy killing each other off, DRESS GOODS,
MUSLINS,
GINGHAMS,
that this great country is about to ha\e philosopher. The following extract is with the certain knowledge that neither
a
fair
sample
of
the
contents
of
the
more
TABLE
LINENS,
TRIMMINGS, The filling o f Teeth with Gold, and
9 navy of its own. We hope the in
can have it if either McKinley or Tom
PROVIDENCE SQUARE.
EDGINGS, &c.
coming administration will continue important part of the extraordinary Reed wants the place. There is a rumor
Custom Work, Specialties.
document. Those who love their coun that Mr. McKinley will go into the
Groceries in assortment, best qualities, all the
the work.
try and its institution more than they do Senate, if Senator Sherman leaves that time.
body. Lucky Mr. McKinley ; the Sen
QAS « AND m ELECTRICITY
T his year’s Florida orange crop is a political party will be likely to read ate and the Speakership both among Q u een sw are
bis possibilities. It is certain that Sen
estimated at 3,000,000 boxes or more and remember what follows :
U L B E R T ’S
-------FOR TH E — “ Instead of limiting the tribute drawn ator Sherman would make every effort
than double that of any previous year.
COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, Ac.
C rockery w a re
I t is said the increase in production is from our citizens to the necessities of in the event of his retirement, to re
P A IN L E S S E X T R A C T IO N
its economical administration, the gov ward the man who stood by him
LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Frosted Feet, Ac
likely to be rapid for several years to ernment persists in exacting from the with such magnificent loyalty at Chica Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenware,
OF T E E T H .
come, owing to the increasing number substance of the people millions which go.
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels,
WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
Mr. Reed received the honorary nomi
Spades, &c., &c., &c.
unapplied and useless lie dormant in its
of orchards.
CAMPHOR CREAM, a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on
Treasury. This flagrant injustice and nation of the Republicans while they
-----IN----were
out
of
power,
and
his
claim
to
the
Chest resulting from Colds.
T he color line in politics 1 Texas, this breach of faith and obligation add
to extortion the danger attending the Speakership would deserve recognition.
with its Democratic majority of some diversion of the currency of the country Again everything depends upon Mr.
VANDERSLICE’S SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
SACHLO, for Removing Greese, Paint,.&c., from clothing.
thing less than 200,000, has elected from the legitimate channels of busi Blaine’s action. If he is not in the
Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Absonext Cabinet, Senator Frye of Maine For men, women and children, we defy compe
five colored men to the Legislature. ness.
lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil, 150°
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examine
Under the same laws by which these will be Secretary of the Navy, and Tom
Northern Republican States have
our stock before making your purchases.
Reed
will
succeed
him
in
the
Senate.
results
are
produced
the
government
elected_none. Why comment further ?
flr
e
te
8
tJOSEPH W- CULBERT.
permits many millions more to be added In other words, the hopes and fears of
Have
a
Larger
Assortment
o
f
Goods
to the cost of the living of our people about fifty ambitious Republicans poli
T he editor of the Press, Philadel and to be taken from our consumers, ticians all look Blainewards.
than Ever Before and at Lower
T I R . A J P T ’E , I * A Prices. Gall and be convinced.
phia, Chris. J^agee, of Allegheny, and which unreasonably swell the profits of
Smiling Wm. M. Springer was
among the first Congressmen to arrive
sundry other lesser lights, are making a small but powerful minority.
EVER
O F FERED -:- I N
The people must still be taxed for this week. He says that a strong at
preparations to “ unhorse Quay”—
N
O
RRISTO
WN,
tempt will be made to admit the Terri
“ mailed hand” and all,in Pennsylvania. the support of the government under tories of Montana, Dakota, Washing
the operation of tariff laws. But to
MUSLINS, CALICOES, GINGHAMS,
That’s a big job, the performance of the extent that the mass of our citizens ton and New Mexico, and this may be
CHEVIOTS, WOOLEN AND
which might result in a Democratic are inordinately burdened beyond any accepted as the Democratic plan.
CANTON FLANNELS,
There
is
little
hope
of
the
enabling
acts
Governor two years hence. Still, that useful public purpose, and for the
TABLE LINENS AND NAPKINS,
benefit of a favored few, the government, being passed during the session if this
wouldn’t be such a terrible calamity.
The undersigned calls especial attention to his large and select assortment of Carpets, &c.,
under pretext of an exercise of its tax be true. The Republicans will insist
from all the leading makers in the country, consisting of
ing power, enters gratuitously into upon dividing Dakota and will reject
A c c o r d in g to the President’s mes partnership with these favorites, to the claims ®f New Mexico and possibly
V E L V E T S , B R U SSE L S, T A P E S T R IE S , S - P L T S , D A M ASK S,
For Men and Boys' Wear.
sage, during the past fiscal year the ex their advantage and to the injury of a those of Montana. Despite Mr. Spring
E X -SU P E R S, SU PERS, C. C. SU P ERS, UNIONS,
er’s rose-hued confidence, it is doubtful
penses of the government have been vast majority of our people.
C O T T A G E , C O TTO N S, RAG , <kc., &c.
if
any
Territory
will
be
admitted
by
This is not equality before the law.
reduced more than $8,200,000,although
The existing situation is injurious to the Fiftieth Congress. But Montana
the outlay for pensions exceeds that of the health of our entire body politic. must be admitted when Washington
R u gs, R ugs, R ugs. A r t S q u a res, A r t S q u a res I
Bed Blankets, -: Horse Blankets.
the preceding year by $5,000,000. It stifles, in those for whose benefit it and Dakota are. I t is now a close
MEN AND BOYS GLOVES direct from the
Nevertheless a great many people have is permitted, all patriotic love of coun Territory, naturally Democratic, and it
DRUGGETS, DRUGGETS ! MATTINGS, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTHS, SHADES,
factory.
AND SHADING !
sneered at the reform administration. try and substitutes in its place selfish would be forever lost to the Republi
cans
if
they
delayed
its
admission,
greed
and
grasping
avarice.
Devotion
_AN IMMENSE STOCK OF—
Being flushed with victory, they ought
to American citizenship for its own sake while they would have fighting chance
not to be expected to sneer at them and for wbat it should accomplish as a for its vote, if its admission were hast
selves now.
motive to our nation’s advancement and ened. New Mexico may be refused by
Carpets made and put down in the country at the same prices as In the town, by an Experi
enced Upholsterer, who thoroughly understands his business. We ask you to examine our facilities.
the happiness of all our people is dis a Republican Congress, as the Terri
WA IS T B R O S
We are sure
W ith a tidal wave off the East coast, placed by the assumption that the tory iseverwheimingly Democratic, but
-ANDPROPRIETORS.
an earthquake on the West coast, and government, instead of being the em refusals on political grounds are obnox
a cold wave running down its back bodiment of equality, is but an instru ious.
Thanksgiving Day was passed de
mentality through which especial and
bone, this great American continent is individual advantages are to be gained cently and in order by the people of
BY BUYING YOUR CARPETS, &C., AT
UNDER W EAR For Men, Women
having a lively time of it. But all the
The arrogance of this assumption is Washington. Holidays and gala-days We take pleasure in informing the public gen
erally that, having erected a
and Children.
great elemental disturbances serve a unconcealed. It appears in the sordid are more common in Washington than
in
any
other
portion
of
America,
unless
disregard
of
all
but
personal
interests
good purpose. They remind us wbat
include Canada, and therefore not
a minute and inconsequential thing a in the refusal to abate for the benefit of you
N os. 76, 78, 80 & 82
others one iota of selfish advantage and observed with so much hilarity as else
Of the Latest Styles.
man is ; and when a person begins to in combinations to perpetuate such ad where. The religious services of the
feel that way, he begins to love his wife vantages through efforts to control day were distinguished by the official
Queensware, Hardware, Wood and
a little more, his children a little more legislation and improperly influence the observance of Thanksgiving by tbe
Willow Ware,
Catholic churches. The sermons of
and his neighbors a little more.— suffrages of the people.
—A VERY LARGE STOCK'OF—
The grievances of those not included many ministers of the Evangelical
Record.
within the ciicle of these beneficiaries, churches partook of a political nature.
W all Paper, P ain ts, O ils,
when fully realized, will surely arouse President and Mrs. Cleveland, with Mrs
An important matter requiring the irritation and discontent. Our farmers Harmon and Mrs. Folsom, attended
&c., &c., &c.
attention of the present Congress is the long-suffering and patient, struggling church in the morning and went home
Q L I aE G B Y I L L E ^
legislation necessary for taking the in the race of life with the hardest and to an old fashioned dinner at Oak
We
are
dow able to handle feed, grain, &c.,
census of 1890. The statistics of 1880, most unremitting toil, will not fail to View.
with very little expense—and in
large quantities.
not much more than completed now, see, in spite of misrepresentations and
TEAPPEj PA.
misleading fallacies, that they are
W e will always have on hand, and for sale at
are generally regarded as unsatisfac obliged to accept such prices for their
R O Y E R SFO & D
the very lowest prices, all kinds of
tory. The laws regulating the census products as are fixed in foreign markets
WABE-ROOMS.
of 1890 should be such as to ensure where they compete with the farmers
The undersigned is now ready to j
rapid and efficient work, for a prodig of the world ; that their lands are de
serve the public, and kindly invites A B E C L O SIN G O U T
ious amount of it will have to be done. clining in value while their debts in
crease ; and that without compensating
&c., &c., &c.
A N E W M IL E S T O N E I N TH E everybody, old and young, to call and
And it ought to be done in three years. favor they are forced by the action of
WORLD OF TRAD E.
I
Æ
T
T
S
T
0
0
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We can sell you a car load of Feed anytime, and
inspect the complete stock o f F U R N I
There ought to be no excuse, except the government to pay, for the benefit
10 cent Sateens for 6K cents.
you can haul It at your convenience.
T U R E and H O U SE F U R N ISH IN G
bad management, for this country be of others, such enhanced prices for the
15 cent Sateens for 10 ceuts.
j g f No waiting for cars to arrive, and no un
GOODS in stock. A recital o f the
ing seven years behind time with its things they need, that the scanty re
loading cars in double quick time.
turns of their labor fail to furnish their
Very fine 25 cent Sateens for 20 cents, and
The readers of this paper are doubtless think varieties and grades o f goods and prices
statistics.
ing of making their winter purchases. We ex-»
support or leave no margin for accumu
In brief our facilities now are such as to en tend them an invitation to call and inspect our would be tedious. • “ Seeing is believing
The finest French Sateens at 25, 30 and 35
lation. * * * * *
us to carry a heavy stock of all kinds of stock betore they buy.
Will Close Out their Entire Stock in able
T he official returns of the popular
and a visit to our Wurerooms will give cents, such as sell in Philadelphia at 37K centi.
Communism is a hateful thing and a
feed, and to enable us to save time and money
you the evidence required before mak
their Royersford Store, on
for our patroDs as well as for ourselves.
vote for President have not been re menace to peace and organized govern
About fifteen styles White Dress Goods, worth
ing your purchases.
ceived from several States, but with the ment. But the communism of combin
25 cents* for 15 cents.
exception of Texas, the result in each ed wealth and capital, the outgrowth of Account of having too much to do As heretofore, highest cash prices will be paid All widths—1, 1K, IK , 1%, 2, % 2K yards
BED RO O M S U IT E S in Walnut,
These are choice styles and an unusual bar
wide from 25c. yard. We have made a great Ash, and Oak, and all the cheaper
State is known with reasonable accu overweening cupidity and selfishness,
for wheat, and rye.
-----AND
WILL
SELL
GOODS----rednetion in
gain.
which insiduously undermines the jus
grades. Bedsteads from $2.50, up.
racy. Harrison has carried 20 States, tice and integrity of free institutions,
Bargains in finer White Dress Goods.
by aggregate majorities of 476,000, and is not less dangerous than the commun
P A R L L O R F U R N ITU R E ,allstyles
Parasols and Sun Umbrellas at such closingand
grades,
including
Plush
and
Hair
Cleveland has carried 18 States by ag ism of oppressed poverty and toil,
Have about 32 pieces new winter styles, and are
out prices as will make them cheap enough to
which,
exasperated
by
injustice
and
Cloth.
gregate majorities of 556,000, giving
selling them at give-away prices. We are
doiug an unheard of business in
Mattresses, rillows and Bolsters, buy for next year.
Cleveland a popular majority of 80,000, discontent, attacks with wild disorder
Pounds High Grade Roller Flour
the citadel of rule.”
Window Shades and Fixtures.
or 18,000 more than he received in
Best Sewing
Exchanged fo r a Bushel o f
I3 F ” The
(SACRIFICED.)
1884. This is said to be the first time
■jCgf” Remember, everything in stock chines in the
Good Wheat.
at Howard
W A SH IN G T O N L E T T E R .
Are still handling that High Grade UNDER fro m the minor to more important arti
in the history of the government that
W
EAR
at
Low
Grade
Prices.
Just
re
From our regular correspondent.
cles o f Furniture and Housefurnishing pol«!’s.
ceived a large invoice of Men s,
the popular vote has been overruled by
•
Ladies’ and Children’s
Goods. You can't go wrong, no matter
W ashington , Dec. 1., 1888.—Con
Special attention given to Grist Griudlng.
the Electoral College. Of course the
what you want, by giving us a call.
gressmen are coming to town, “some in WHITE COUNTERPANES,
We would be pleased to have a share of your
Electoral College as honestly chosen
rags and some in jags and some in
Picture and Looking Glass Frames
patronage.
FLANNELS,
in 1876 was in accord with TUden’s
From Gloversville, N. Y., which we place on o f every description. Reframing Pic
velvet gowns,” politically speaking.
PANT GOODS,
popular majority of 250,000, but then
o u r counters a t wholesale prices.
tures, Glasses, &c.,one o f our specialties.
PAIST BROS.* Collegeville, Pa.
The defeated looked almost cheerful.
there was a shameful miscarriage of
The arrivals before Thanksgiving day
Gum S h oes, B oots, &c. A long experience as a wood worker
the will of the people and a man not
were unusually few, and it is doubtful
Are
higher this year, but we are still selling enables us to know just what we buy and
elected was declared President.
them
at last year’s low prices. Ladies’ and and just what we sell. You will get just
if either House or Congress will have a
Children’s Hoods and Caps ; the lates styles what you buy, and thefu ll worth, of your
in Men’s and Boys’ Soft and Stiff Hats.
jSiNCE the recent election we have all quorum on Monffay. The shortness of
T R I M M I N G S , &c.
We are offering special bargains in Queens money.
G
ra
te
r’s
Ford,
Pa.,
the
vacation
and
tbe
lateness
of
Thanks
ware
and Glassware. Decorated Tea Sets, 44
heard .more or less about “ boodle” in
All kinds o f Repairing and Uphol
pieces, $3.25, worth $4. Decorated Toilet Sets,
giving
Day
this
year,
are
given
as
tbe
229 h ig h STREET,
DEALERS
IN
politics. .Millions of dollars were ex
*3.25, worth $4. Second Floor, Room 2.
stering done promptly at the Lowest Pos
causes
of
this
tardiness.
The
end
of
Just received a car load *pf Salt, and can give sible Figures. Upon notice furniture
pended in corrupting voters. That
you low prices. Ground Salt, 200lbs., 75c. sack.
to be repaired will be taken to my work
such political methods, if persisted in next week tbougb will probably see Con ^
— PLU SH E S,—
Fine Salt, large Sacks, $1.00.
gress
full
of
members
with
pet
bills.
Groceries of &1I kinds* Patent Medicines* Ex- shop and relumed free o f charge, or
will demoralize thousands upon thous
tracts, &c. Hardware, Tinware, Wood and Wil- the repairs, i f desired, will be made at
Q FANCY H ARTICLES* Q
low-ware, Paints* Oils,* Putty, Glass, Cement,
ands of voters, and undermine the very A large amount of committee work,
FL
O
U
R
,
the residence o f the customer.
\l
NOTIONS, &c., &c , &c.
1/
Wheels, Rims, Shafts, Horse Shoes, &e., &e.
1JRS. L H. INGRAM,
foundation of civil liberty is not to be especially on the part of House Com
Give
us
a
call.
FEED,
BUTTONS, 35c. a Box or Gross.
W. H. Blanchford.
doubted. So long as votes can be pur mittees remains to be performed, as
G. J. B U C K L E Y ,
HAU,
Fashionable Dressmaker*
jp QmIronbridge.
Hahn Station, Pa..
chased, the matter of electing govern their work practically ceased about a
month
before
the
last
session
closed.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ment officials will be more a matter of
Cabinet gossip is a tiresome top c,
dollars and cents than one of pure
Always
on
hand
a variety of fine trimmings
In abundance. All must go within about four
J M. ZIMMERMAN,
from which my patrons can make their own
-----AND —
patriotism as it should be. Judge but must be chronicled, The men who weeks. Come and get good Leather Gloves and FERTILIZERS, CEMENT,
selections, at bottom prices. Thankful for past
Mitts and keep warm. Take this extra chance
favors I solicit a continuance of your patronage.
Gresham, an honest man who believes nut Mr.Blaine out of the way in the among new goods comparatively.
Near Collegeville, Pa.,
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Respectfully,
in the right for the sake of right, and race for Secretary of State, are wor
PEWTER SAND,
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OF
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whose “ professions” are secondary to
M U S IC !
his practices, recently said, and well Mr. Blaine can have anything he wants,
c a n m a k e 8 5 .0 0 y t f
If he desires to be Secretary of State,
Capital,
$500,000,
Full
Paid.
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selling
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ar
.said :
LESSONS WILL BE GIVEN ON THE
ALBUMS. We bpat the
"V e» etal» les In S e a s o n .
W orld for lour ppicea.
ALSO
CHESTNUT
RAILS.
" I t is the Pharisees who are doing no one man can gainsay him and Cer
PIANO a n d • ORGAN
K E P - P L U S H P fiO T O C B A P II A L B U M .
Insures Titles to Real Estate and Mortgages,
fcbis. I t is men of prominence and re erai Harrison would be the fiist to
milk delivered every morning to resi
giz x 10K, Embossed"paclHeJ"sides, gom edges, extenHay Bought at all times fo r the d e n tsPure
On or after September 1st, ’88, by
sion clasp, holding 22 pages of Cabb>et a»4 Card
of Collegeville apd vicinity. Butter and acts In all Fiduciary Capacities—Executor,
spectability who raise these large sums recognize bis claims. Warner Miller,
pictures* sent for f 1.00, retails for $0.2$; bound ftfco
cheese delivered Wednesday jhj4 Saturday morn Guardian, Assignee, &c., and becomes security
Press.
M4.Y H. ROYER, Trappe, Pa.
in Jap&neese Morocco. Illustrated circulars FRjBfS
«of money, Blowing the use that they General Alger and John Wanamakir
for
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------S T Y L E S OÌT------will be put to, wen who deal openly in are heavily backed. His position as
F n r s h e e A M c M s U in
CL T Y S O H Z Z M A -T ® ,
«corruption one day and go to church chairman of the Senate Foreign Affairs
C i n c i n n a t i , O h io .
RANTED
ANTED TO RENT,
doable their money
RESIDENT ATTORNEY,
the next. I t is these wen who bring
selline our B R A S S
p R. BAER,
Committee
and
a
natural
desire
to
in
Salesmen
to
sell
our
choice
varieties
of
Finished
Corrugated
disgrace upon the State. You way con
For next year, a good dwelling, large bant
311 Swede Street,
Norristown, Pa.
Nursery Stock, either on Salary or commission.
vict a hundred—yes, even a thousand crease tbe number of bis honors may
and about thirty five acres of productive land,
Permanent employment the year round. Now
a practical farmer. Abundance of water and
Teacher of Stenography.
._obscure voters for bribery, but tbe lead John Sherman into the Cabinet as
¡Can be sold in every family. Gives
is the time to engage and solicit orders for
Rupture cure guaranteed by Dr. J . B Mayer, to
I more light than three ordinary lamps.
fruits on the premises. Possession can be given
spring. None but men of undoubted character
831
Arch
St.
Phila.
Pa.
Ease
at
once,
no
operation
effect upon a community would be as Secretary of State, His retirement
I Full sized Lamp sent by Express for
this fall if desired. J. W. SUNDERLAND,
Instructions given in shorthand writing upon
need apply. Address, with references,
Lthirty cents. We also have the best
nothing compared to that which would
23sep
"g
Collegeville, Pa.
reasonable terms. For furthej-_particuj_ars^in or business delay. Thousands cured. ®end for
l selling Coflfee l* o t in the U. S.
MAY BROTHERS, Nurserymen,
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a
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for
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circular.
20*a\y.
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RE-OPENED!

H A R R IS O N

=

DENTAL SURGEON

Store at Providence Square.

Dry Goods and Groceries

JOSEPH

It

Boots & Shoes

Gr. G O T W A L S ,

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE,

t

Fall & W inter Season!

|eam | |p » ita p r,

F . B . R U SH O N G ,

LARGELY

C A R P E T S ] T IE IAEGEST LUTE
C A R P E T S ]
Domestic Dry Goods! C A R P E T S |

At Prices Lower than Ever !

CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

FLOORANDTABLE OILCLOTHS,

-COLLEGEVILLE—

ROLLER 1 MILLS !

Boots, - Shoes

® £ g - CURTAIN POLES AND CURTAINS, Ac., Ac.

R U B B E R S ! W e cau Prove You can Save M oney!

LARGE -:- WAREHOUSE H A T S A N D C A P S

I. H. BRENDLINGER’S

EAST - MAIN - STREET,

A S ID E TR A C K

our

N O R R IS T O W N , P A .

M I L X jS I

Beaver: &: Shellenberger,

F U R N IT U R E

Peed, Gram, Fertilizers

L E O P O L D ’S

C. J. BUCKLEY’S !

URNER & TYSON

FLOOR -:- OIL -:- CLOTHS,

Bier cost, at cost, aaj m cost! Wheat Wanted at all Times Cloths and Cassimeres.
lad ies & Misses Coats
BLANKETS,

Flannels,

QUILTS,

G -L O Y E S I

|iie |iae it |ntt

L E O P O L D ’S

FUSS & GRATER,

A LL V E R Y LOW .

G rain,: Seeds,

Gents’ Furnishing Goods!

Coal and Lime !

PO TTSTO W N, PA .

He Beal Estate Title lesmee

Terra Celia Pip, Climey Tops, k Milk, Butter, Cotta® Ctae, k

AGENTS

ALBUMS

AGENTS

.BEFLECTIR6 SHOT LAMP.

w

•^OTICE TO GUNNERS !
Esq., of this place, will most probably the highest commercial value as potash pU B L IC SALE OF
A t th e B ar of Justice.
Exchanged F arm s.
and
that
the
“
refuse”
of
the
whole
made
be chosen Journal Clerk is news to that
The undersigned hereby give notice that all
t^ro Y id e n c e I n d e p e n d e n t
The regular December term of Court gentleman's friends about home. How the best and purest soap stock, to carry
Abraham Grater, of this place, has
gunners are forbidden to trespass upon their
commenced
operations
at
Norristown,
to
the
toilet
the
perfumes
of
Ludin
or
premises,
and that all offenders will be dealt
exchanged his farm of 175 acres near
about it, ’Squire ?
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, with according to law :
Monday morning. This week will be
Colgate.
near
McClean’s
Station,
Perk.
R.
R.,
T hursday, Decerti. G, 1888.
DEC. 3, ’88, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
John H. Longacre, Upper Providence.
fo r a well improved farm of 16 acres devoted to criminal business, of which
.25 head ol fresh cows with calves direct
D. H. Grubb,
“
“
A Horse Killed.
there
is
considerable
on
the
docket,
in
A
T
o
ta
l
Eclipse
of
th
e
Sun.
from
York
county.
Good
judgment
was
John H. Casselberry, “
“
belonging to Garret D. Alderfer, of
'exercised
in
the
selection
of
this
stock,
‘ HMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE. Grater’s Ford. The exchange was ef cluding the usual offenses against the
A.
D.
Wagner,
“
“
Three horses drawing a wagon load
New Year’s day, 1889, will be usher and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at
W.
&
S.
Rogers,
“
“
dignity
of
the
law
and
the
well-being
of
curb
stone
belonging
to
Calvin
fected few days a g o . Mr. Grater now
J. K. Harley,
“
“
ed in with more than the customary tend sale. Sale at 2 o’clock p.'m ., sharp.
This paper has a larger circulation holds his Grater’s Ford property for of society. H. G. Schwenk, of Lower Meschter were passing the ofiieeof Body eclat. In addition to the usual terres- Conditions by
Jonh H. Longacre,
“
“
H.
H.
ALLEBACH.
M. R. Sehrack,
“
“
Providence, and Davis Raudenbush & Livingston’s planing mill, Norris tial attractions of turkey and trimmings
„ this section o f the county than any sale.
______
J.
G.
Fetterolf,
auct.
I.
H.
Johnson,
clerk.
M.
B.
Schrack,
“
“
and Samuel Poley of this township,are town, Monday forenoon, when the lead the celestial feature of the day will be a
Jacob L. Miller,
“
“
her paper published. - As an adver
among the grand juror9. Christian horse belonging to James Rowan, took total eclipse of the sun, visible mainly
J. B. Hause,
“
“
A Big Fire.
tin g medium the “Independent" ranks
UBLIC SALE OF
Henry Zimmerman,
“
“
Allebaeh, of Lower Providence, John fright at the breaking of a single-tree on the Pacific coast, but partially
John McFarland,
“
“
At 5 o’clock Tuesday morning the D. Landis, of Perkiomen, and Horace and dashed off down the street. In
<mong the most desirable papers, having
Jonathan Hoyer,
“
throughout the entire United States.
a large and steadily increasing circula Balligomingo woolen mills of George Rimby, of this place, are among the turning into Barbadoes street the an A total eclipse of the sun, visible in the
Wm. Amos,
“
“
Fred. Prizer,
“
“
imal collided with Whitehead’s grocery United States is an unusual occurrence
rion in various localities throughout the Bullock, at West Conshohocken, were petit jurors serving for this week.
A. D. Reiff,
“
“
the scene of a disasterous fire, the origin
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
team, striking it with such force as to and throughout the West, California,
D. S. Raudenbush,
“
“
•ounty.
8, ’88, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe,
of which is unknown. The one story
overturn the wagon. Rowans horse Dakota and Nebraska the path in which DECEMBER
Irwin Weikel,
“
“
. m 20 bead of fresh cows and springers from
Thanksgiving Day.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub stone dye bouse and three story stone
Ann
M.
Garber,
“
“
fell dead in his tracks, having prob
S ’* Lebanon and Lancaster counties. This
Jacob Weldenbach,
“
“
Thanksgiving Day, ’88, was ob ably ruptured a blood vessel-. The the phase of totality will be visible, is
““ ■is excellent stock, selected with care.
lisher to make the “ Independent" one of wool house were destroyed at a loss of
J. H. Hamer,
“
_ <•
not more than 120 miles wide. As Sale to commence at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
$40,000. The property is insured. As
J. H. Wanner, Skippack.
t ie best local and general newspapers a result 200 hands will be thrown out served to the extent usual on similar animal was not insured. Joseph Smith though gotten up specially for the oc
SILAS W. FISHER.
Isaac F. Alderfer, “
holidays, in this community ; there the driver in charge of Whitehead’s casion. The eclipse will strike our L. H. Ingram, auçt. C. U. Bean, clerk.
in the county, or anywhere else, and to of employment.
D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence.
was a partial cessation of toil, except wagon, made a . narrow escape from western coast-line about the location of
Calvin Burley,
“
“
t as end we invite correspondence from
ing during the noon hour, and most serious injury, becoming entangled in the great Lick observatory, where yery
Jacob H. Landes,
“
“
T
3
U
B
L
IC
SALE
QF
John Reiff,
“
everybody we met appeared to be in a the harness in the collision.
every section.
Fine Celery.
elaborate
preparations
are
being
made
Isaiah Reiff,
“
“
mood necessary for the expression of
George Whitworth,
“
“
for observations. The point of contact
Our townsman, James Heyser, re thanks. The union- services in the
Harry
Warren,
“
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
D eath ’s V ictim s.
in the far west will be shortly after
H ou seh o ld G oods,
ceived by express last week, in time Reformed church, at Trappe, were
Morton Rice,
“
Jacob Springer,
“
“
David Yerger, one of the oldest resi noon. It will be partial in this part of
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY,
We publish the following schedule gratuitously for Thanksgiving dinner, a lot of very well attended. Rev. J. H. Hendricks
F. R. Deeds,
“
“
DECEMBER 6, ’88 at the residence of the sub
fine celery from his brother Silas Hey delivered the sermon of the ofccasion, dents of this township, died at his Pennsylvania shortly before sunset.
for the convenience of our readers.
M. C. Rambo,
“
“
scriber, Bringhurst Row, Collegeville, the fol
Passenger trains leave Collegevllle Station as ser, of Jaokson, Michigan. The celery, which was impressive and instructive. residence, Trappe, Thursday night,
T.
J.
Davis,
“
“
lowing household goods *. Beds and bedding,
follows :
bleached white, for a liberal sample of A synopsis of the same will be pub aged 74 years. He had been in failing
A.
K.
Harley,
*
“
“
bureau,
2
stands,
breakfast
table,
centre
table,
A F e w O bservations.
r O R P H IL A D E L P H I A A N D P O IN T S S O U T H .
Henry Keyser.
“
“
one dozen Windsor chairs, sink, lounge, chest,
which Mr. Heyser has our thaDks, lost
health from .general debility for some
Christian Allebaeh,
“
“
Milk...................
5-40 a. m. none of its excellent flavor on its long lished on our first page next week.
The
new
apportionment after 1890 Singer sewing machine, looking glasses, pic
time
past.
The
funeral
was
held
Tues
Daniel G. Landes, Perkiomen.
Accommodation............................ ..... .8.03 a. m.
tures, cook stove, parlor stove, lot of window
will
add
greatly
to
the
power
of
the
C.
M.
Hunslcker,
“
Market......................... .'.............. . .1.10 p. m. journey east.
day. Interment at Lutheran cemetary
shades, lot of rag carpet, 2 clocks, a lot of books,
T h e Doings of a Drum Corps
Enos H. Detwiler,
“
Accomodation...................._............. 4.16 p. m'
Trappe. Deceased leaves a widow and West in the lower house of Congress a variety of queensware, tubs, buckets, pans,
boilers, lot of tinware, axe, hatchet, shovel, hoe,
and
in
the
Electoral
College.
While
FOR A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NORTH AND W EST.
The
Ursinus
Drum
Corps
made
three
daughters—the
wives
of
Oliver
A V aluable Gelding.
lot of wood, and other articles not enumerated.
Mail.......................................................8.08 a.m.
Rome jingle Monday night. Inquiry Pennypacker, B. F. Schlicter and An the East and South will loose consider
Conditions by
Accomodation............................ ..0.11 a. m.
M- P. Anderson recently shipped next morning lead to the information drew Pfleiger, all of Trappe and vicin ably the ratio of power for the Middle Sale at 1 o’clock.MRS.
JOHN O. CLEMENS.
Market.................................................. 3.20 p.ro. from Kentucky a 2-year old brown geld
and
Western
States
must
be
increased.
J.H.Ingram,auct.
(Formerly Mrs. Shambough)
that “the boys” bad taken a trip over ity.
Accommodation..................................... 6.47 P-mThe sceptre moves westward, and the
Winter Blooming Plants, &c.
ing,—sired by Wilksonia, by George into “Jersey” for the humane, or some
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
great West will hold the balance of
Milk.................... ............................6 56 a. m. Wilkes ; dam, Indian chief ; second dam other, purpose of escorting a wander
Carnations—White,
pink and red, full bloom,
John Pierson, died at his residence po wer over all otber sections.— Portland JHOR SALE 1
Accomodation................. -................4.48 p. m. a thoroughbred,—and disposed of the
20c. to 30c.
ing
student
home
to
his
alma
mater,
on
the
Hiltebitel
farm,
near
the
alms
NORTH.
Oxalis—Dwarf red, the prettiest oxalis grown,
Oregonian.
same to a Chester county party in con
A fine sorrel mare, 5 years old, 16 bands
Accommodation....................................10.03 a.m. sideration of the sum of $600. Mr. after he had enjoyed a brief season of house, Wednesday, last week, aged
everybody should have one, 15c. to 25c.
high ; style and action good, and gentle in all
Milk...................................................... 5.48 p.m.
mental relaxation in company with one about 60 years. Deceased was a welllarge, 20c., 3 for 50c.; large,
There is a good deal”of evidence that kinds of harness. For further particulars In Primroses—Extra
Anderson will probably purchase a few of the gentler sex. The importance of
15c'., 4 for 506.; medium, 10c., 6 for 50c.,
THIS OFHCE.
more thoroughbreds in Kentucky in the the drum corps’ mission hardly war kuown citizen and had a number of the Anarchists are recovering from the quire at
, fine.
relations and friends in Pbœnixville. effects of the hanging of Spies and his
H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks near future. r_
Begonias—30 kinds, from 6c. to 25c.
___
•
ranted the shaking up of all the dry The funeral was held last Saturday.
companions, and are about to begin p O R SALE !
Geraniums—25 kinds, from 8c. to 25c.
bones in Rome and contigious terri
F ro m Abroad.
operations again. They will probably
Palms—from $1.50 to $3.00.
Birds of Pennsylvania.
tory.
Anna,
wife
of
Jacob
Krieble,
died
at
have the same result, and after awhile
—Has our U. C., correspondent
Brick House (with 3 rooms and hall on Hyacinth Bulbs—Red, white and blue, single
The report of C. H. Warren, M. D.,
her residence Dear Farview Village from practice, the courts will be able to first Afloor,
and double, 10c. each ; $1.00 per dozen.
3 rooms on second floor, ceiled attic)
eloped ? He has certainly not taken a State Ornithologist, of West Chester,
21 Pounds, 5 Ounces.
Wednesday evening, last week, of ty guage the degrees of punishment ac and lot in upper part of Trappe, Montgomery Tulip Bulbs—Assorted, choice, 50c. per dozen.
second trip—north t
The house is nearly new. Location Scollay’s Rubber Sprinkler, for sprinkling flow
is about to be issued from the State
Give us thine ear, oh 1 Brother Davis phoid fever after an illness of about a curately. So many Anarchists hanged county.
desirable. Terms easy. For particulars apply
ers and plants, the best sprinkler out, 90c.
_The tenth Senior oration, second Printer’s office at Harrisburg. The _and the wreath of victory which week, aged 27 years. Deceased, who so many months of quiet.— Macon to
J. K. BEAVER, Trappe, Pa.
I have a choice lot of other plants, which will
bosk
is
octavo
size,
and
including
the
was
a
most
estimable
young
woman
series, was delivered before the Faculty
must be taken from thy crown I Shades
he found in my catalogue •for 1889, issued about
Telegraph.
of TTrsinus College, Tuesday afternoon, plates, has about 375 pages. The book of beet patches, rye, and cornfields ! leaves a husband and one child. She
Feb. 1st. Send for it.
p O R SALE !
HORACE RIMBY,
by Henry W. Spare. Subject : “The will be gratuitously distributed by the May the sadness of thy heart find sweet was a daughter of Jacob Bean, of Wor
“ Mailed hand” is a forcible phrase.
Seedsman and Florist,
members of both Houses of the Legis relief at the sight of a tremendous big cester. The funeral was held Monday. I t has a warlike suggestion, recalling
Dangers of Mammonism.”
A first-class upright piano, new. A decided 6declm
C o l l e g e v il l e , Pa.
lature. The author has done his work beet next year 1 You are “done for”
knights in armor, lances poised for the bargain. Apply to H. G. SCHWENK,
—Merchant W. P. Fenton says he well, and the “ Birds of Pennsylvania”
Collegeville, Pa.
FROM G RA TER’S FORD.
Ino
this
season
;
so
hope
for
the
future
and
joust,
battle
axes,
broadswords
and
the
will make a special holiday announce is replete with information, as well as
faith in thé productiveness of Chester
HERE W E ARE AGAIN
Had you an invitation to a dinner on whole armory of offensive weapons. It
ment in next week’s issue of this paper. instructive to scientists.
county soil may remain yours in keep Thanksgiving, and did you get turkey also suggests, not immediately and PO R SALE.
ing, but the biggest beet of all is ours, for dinner ?
logically, yet with some pertinence
_The extensive sale of personal
A lot of Winter Apples. Apply to
sure. Let Dot your eyes be filled with
A N orristow n Property Bought.
post offices and things. Tbe “ mailed
property at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
SAMUEL WI8MER, Collegeville.
The day passed by rather quietly hand” is the postmaster’s own. It is
salt
water,
Brother
;
your
record
is
last Saturday afternoon, was well at
Mr. J. F. Law, who has conducted
about
this
place.
Some
few
attended
tended, and fair prices ruled. Auc the blacksmith business in Worcester broken, of course, and- we are rather religions services,—not as many as in this light, perhaps, that Quay flour
tioneer Ingram had to do some lively township, near Fairview Village, for a glad we can’t help it, yet you know full should have gone, while others disre ishes his “ mailed hand.”— Chicago CTORE PROPERTY FOR RENT
OR FOR SALE !
Times.
talking to dispose of all the goods.
number of years, last week purchased well that life isn’t all sunshine and big garded tbe day entirely.
Having laid in a large and well selected stock of
Mr. Preston having sold his store goods and
a new bouse, having all the modern beets. Sometimes it is a March bliz
Fall and Winter Boots and Shoes for
The worst enemies of the South—if, removed to Philadelphia, the store stand and
—Daniel Peter, of Oley township, improvements, located on Airy be zard and beets big enough to lie in the
The sign board at the station has
at Belfry, Stony Creek R. R., Is now
Berks county, made 104,000 gallons of tween Stanbridge and Noble streets, shade of bigger beets. M. P. Anderson been freshly painted and the color indeed, the Sooth as a section of this dwelling
for rent or sale. It can be bought on easy
great country can be said to have any terms. This is a good store stand and a good
cider during the past season. Peter Norristown, of 'E . M. Daniels. Mr. is a hummer at raising beets, Brother changed from red to green.
property ; well located, within a hundred yards
Davis,
and
his
last
report
reads
:
“I
must have a cider press of extensive Law will relinquish his present busi
The services held in the chapel on enemies—are those in her own midst of railroad station. Possession can be given im
bave
a
beet
that
weighs
21
pounds,
5
who
are
trying
to
create
alarm
on
ac
dimensions.
mediately. For further information apply to
ness and take possession of his Norris
BISSES’ and CHILDREN,
ounces, and think I can show a still Sunday evening last were conducted in count of General Harrison’s election,
ABRAHAM GRATER, Collegeville, Pa.
the German language. Rev. Jonas and predict legislative and executive
_Ida Hallman was entertained by a town property about the first of April larger oue, if necessary.
Harley, of Harleysville, preached a
I desire to Invite your attention to the same,
surprise party of little Misses at her next. And Worcester will then lose a
acts in inimical to the interests of the p O R RENT 1
as I am positive I can quote you prices as low
good sermon to a well-filled house.
parents’ residence, Broadway, last good citizen.
South as part of the programme of the
as can be named anywhere, excepting no place,
Scalded to D eath.
Thursday afternoon.
of goods the same. My Missesf and
On Saturday night last, some person new administration. There is not tbe
The house and lot lately occupied by Fred quality
Personal.
Children^ School Shoes are unsurpassed in
A very sad accident happened at or persons broke into the station at slightest basis for any such pessimistic erick Favinger. Apply to
_The managers of the creamery at
quality
and price, from $1.&5 up. Infants’ shoes
, J. W. SUNDERLAND.
Miss Lizzie Slutterer, of Norristown,
from 30c. up. Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’ Fine
Creamery commenced paying 3 cents spent Thanksgiving Day with her par Yerkes Station Saturday morning. A this place. Things were disarranged, views. Tbe Republican party would
Shoes of all grades and prices. Men’s Gum
little s o d , aged eighteen months, of but as far as can be ascertained noth not be supported in the North in any
per quart for milk Tuesday morning.
Boots, light w eight; and heavy Gum Boots for
ents, at Trappe.
R RENT !
Mr. Enos Moyer the proprietor of the ing was taken.
raid upon the political or social rights
Boys at low figures. Full line of rubbers to fit
—S. H. Price, V. Si, of Norristown,
creamery,
was
scalded
in
such
a
man
of
the
Southern
people.
A
division
of
any feet* large or small, way down in price*
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Moser, of Con
I t would hardly seem likely that,
A Farm of 40 Acres, one mile east of Col Please give me a call and be convinced.
who is frequently called upon to visit shohocken, were in town Thanksgiving ner as to cause his death the following dwelling in a community where we the negro vote and a free ballot and a
% mile north of Evanshurg. Good
this section in his professional capacity, Day, the guests of the scribe and his morning. Mrs. Moyer, Saturday morn have good schools and a plenty of fair count will settle all that can be legeville,
land and fences and first-class improvements.
"W
- LOITX,
has changed bis residence from 541 to family.
ing, had placed a bucket filled with churches and Sunday schools, we settled outBide of tbe race question For partienlars apply to
HENRY FRY,
lno
.
Lower
Providence,
Pa.
boiling water on the floor of the porch
526 Chain street.
itself, which must be left to work out
MONTG. CO.
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Mr. Elias Davis, of Schuylkill preparatory to scrubbing the same. would be called upon to chronicle any its own solution.—St. Louis Globe-Dem
thing
concerning
tbe
misconduct
or
__John Cadden, a brakeman on a Haven, stopped at Gross’ Collegeville While she was necessarily absent for a
•J^OTICE !
freight train, was struck by the engine Hotel over Sunday. Mr. Davie was moment or two attending to the cook misbehavior of young men and boys ocrat, Rep.
pR IV A T E SALE
■
p.
^ —m- ----—■
But
of a passenger train at Pottstown, recently re-elected to a seat in the stove, the little fellow went out upon disturbing religions services.
A T each er Floored B y a Tot.
I hereby give notice that all gunners and
Tuesday, and instantly killed. He was Legislature by the voters of Schuylkill the porch and, it is thought, fell over such is the case. They should show
Will be sold at private sale by the subsciber
sportsmen found trespassing on my premises her farm, situated in Upper Providence town
county, and a short acquaintance with the bucket. His screams attracted the more respect for the house of God, if From the Washington Post.
25 or 26 years old.
will
be
vigorously
dealt
with
according
to
law.
ship,
Montgomery county, near Trappe, bound
not for the services being held in it.
Teacher (to a class in grammar). “ In
him leads us to infer that the voters
JOHN H. WISLER, Upper Providence.
ed by lands of John Poley, Anthony Poley,
_The Loyal Temperance Legion of did about the right thing. He was on mother who quickly ran and took him Parents should early see to it that their the sentence, ‘Now is the winter of our
Josephine Gross, Daniel Yerk, David G. Tyson,
Green Tree will give an entertainment his return trip in the interests of Dr. to her arms. A physician was sum boys behave themselves properly when discontent,’ what is now ?”
and others, containing 55 acres and 152 sq.
moned
and
every
effort
was
made
to
perches of land, more or less. The 1mgS T A T E NOTICE !
on Saturday evening, December 8, in Coxe’s popular and reliable Wild
in public meetings or gatherings. Go
Dull
Scholar.
“Dunno.”
provements consist of a two and a half
the Green Tree school house at 7:30 Cherry and Seneka Root Cough Prepa save the boy’s life, but the injuries with them occasionally and see that
M
M
fLstory
brick house and attachment, conBright
Scholar.
“
I
know.”
Estate
of
Magdalene
Bean,
late
of
Lower
were
such
in
extent
and
character
as
to
o ’clock. “ Mother Merry H eart” will
iU lfig ta in in g 3 rooms on the first floor, 5 on
they behave. Boys of ten to fourteen
Teacher.
“
What
is
it?”
Providence,
Montgomery
county,
deceased.
ration.
prevent a non-fatal ending. The be should not be allowed to go to public
second, 2 in attic and a cellar kitchen.
be presented. Admission 15 cents.
Bright Scholar. “Now? Well, now Notice Is hereby given that letters testamentary the
Frame barn containing threshing floor, 2 mows,
reaved parents have the heartfelt sym gatherings unaccompanied by their
upon
said
estate
have
been
granted
to
the
unT
and wagon house attached. Also other
A Supper Served.
_Nature gave humanity an ideal
pathy of all their neighbors and friends. parents, unless you are sure that they is the winter of our discontent. Didn’t dersigned. All persons indebted to the same granary
well and cistern, apple orchard
you just say it was ?”
will make payment without delay, and those outbuildings,
day last Sunday.
The
unfortunate
accident
was
one
of
the
and
other
fruit trees. This property Is well
Last Friday evening an unusual
behave. Home is the place of govern
having claims against said estate will plesent located, near
to churches, stores, mills, cream
them for settlement to
_Local teachers’ institutes at Penns- number of members attended the regu sad and unavoidable occurrences which ment for such lads. They should be
eries and schools. Purchasers may call at any
SAMUEL K. BEAN, Executor,
now
and
then
deeply
sadden
the
home
Philadelphia
Markets
lar
meeting
of
the
Jr.
O.
UA.
M.,
in
and Inspect the premises. Terms of sale
kept under proper restraint at home.
burg, Kulpsville and Lansdale, are a
6dec
Fairview Village, Pa, time
will be given either by the owner
P hiladelphia , Dec. 1,1888.
part of the program of work which Kraft’s building, Evansburg. The an Oircle, The funeral will be held to-day Home, without proper restraints, is
ANN M. GARBSR,
County Superintendent Hoffecker is nouncement last week that something (Thursday) at 10 a. m., from the resi the birth place of criminals and of de
Or her Agent, H. W. KRATZ, trappe P. O.
ELOUH AND M EAL.
USTATE
NOTICE
1
dence
of
the
parents.
Interment
at
praved men and women. Home, with
arranging for himself in the near substantial, in a physical sense, would
- $4 65 to 5 25
dear,
be interviewed, at the expense of the Lutheran cemetery, Trappe,
enforced restraint, born of wisdom and Minnesota
future.
Estate of Charles Hippie, late of Limerick
5 00 to 5 50
Pennsylvania family
sinking fund, the occasion magnetized
properly exercised, is the nursery from Patent and other high grades,
6 50 to 7 00 township, Montgomery county, deceased. Let p i RE 1 F IR E 11—NOTICE I
—Jacob Custer, of Jeffersonville, quite a number of the hrethren who
8 70 to 3 75 ters of administration on the above estate hav
which go forth tbe men and women Rye flour, Special Meeting of Glassis.
$16 00 to $18 00 per ton. ing been granted the undersigned, all persons
has ordered of the Roberts Machine are notconspicuous for their regular
The members of the Union Mutual Fire and
who are alike an honor to their parents, Feed,
indebted to said estate are requested to make Storm Insurance Company are hereby notified
There will be a Special Meeting of to themselves, and to humanity in
Company, this place, a Florida Steam attendance. After the usual business
immediate payment, and those having legal that a contribution was levied on September 3,
claims, to present the same without delay to
Heater, to be placed in his residence. of the Order was disposed of the mem Philadelphia Classis in St. John’s general. Take the trouble and pains Wheat—red,
1 02 to 1 13
1888, of One Dollar on each One Thousand Dol
ISAAC LAT8CHAR, Grater’s Ford, Pa„v
43 to 50
The Company is doing quite a busi bers found their way to the extensive Reformed Church Pboenixville, on to see to it that your boys behave Corn lars. for which they are insured, and that An
ISAAC
P.
LATSHAW,
Collegeville,
Pa.,
- 34 to 36
drew Supplee, Treasurer of said Company, will
Oats
ness in the line of steam heating as dining room on the first floor of the Tuesday, December 11, at 2 o’clock v. themselves when out in company.
Or their attorney,
Administrators, attend at the office of the Company, Swede
P R O V ISIO N S.
J. A. Strassburger, Norristown, Pa.
15no street, opposite the Court House, in the Bor
well as in their other branches of trade. building wjiere an excellent repast was m . , to take action upon the following,
On Monday afternoon last while Mess Pork, - ough of Norristown, to receive said assessments.
16 SO to 1« 00
served them by Mr. and Mrs. Kraft, in addition to other business : To con
—There are fifteen thousand photo
9 50 to 10 50
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will
firm a call, if found in order, from the Nicholas Long was driving along the Mess Beef, - - who
displayed
their
usual
liberal
hos
)RIYATE
SALE
OF
date from October 15, 1888. Persons sending
14
00
to
14
50
graphic establishments in the United
Beef
Hams,
turnpike
near
Koons’
crossing,
the
Pikeland
and
Phoenixville
Charge
to
to 12)4
money by mail must accompany it with postage
States, furnishing employ ment to about pitality. No. 25 now has about 80 Rev. James R. Lewis, and provide for train came along, frightening the horse, Smoked hams, per pound,. - . Iff
9)4 to 10)4
for return of a receipt.
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—On Tuesday,' D cember 11, the Don’t forget the sinking fund, boys.
(30 00 to $55 00 gomery county. • The land comprising both and the scope of Insurable property considerably
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Freeland, Montg. Co., Pa., requesting broken.
i&in an excellent state of cultivation, and
citizens of Moreland township, this
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5V, farms
and the premiums range from 75 cents
Reel
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H. S. KULP, Sec y.
3)4 able terms. For particulars call on or address
clay pigeons at H* D. Alderfer’s hotel,
division.
The lines proposed are
4 to
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The Farmers’ Union Horse Com- Classis of Pbiia., Synod of the Reform this place, on Saturday afternoon next. Calves, - • - .
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To dissolve the pastoral relations be
Burkert’s hotel, Fairview Tillage, on
a
Hogs,
- - . - , - , - 7 to
— Prof. J. S. Weinberger, of the Saturday last. The following officers tween Rev. John B- Seebler and Bcphm’s
Notice is hereby given to members of the
T ransm utation of Cotton Steed,
Faculty of Ursinus, has been off duly were elected President, David Truck- Reformed Church, glue gell, Pa., dis
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire and Storm In
A LA RGE AND W ELL-SELECTED STOCK OP
For the week ending Dec, 1, 1888, there were
surance
Company of Montgomery County, that
the past wees, suffering with a catarrhal sess ; Tice President, David Roberts ; solution to go into effect January fst
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affection.
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Managers of said Company assessed a tax of one
A. J. Trucksess. The Company has
To confirm a call, if found in order, tori seed ? For seventy years despised which were sold at the following average prices
dollar on each one thousand dollars for which
—A clay pigeon shooting match iil iOi) members. The accounts for the from the First Reformed Church, Phil., gs a nuisance, and burned or dumped during the week :
are insured to pay losses recently sustained
Prime Timothy,
$ 95 to 1 05 $ 100 lbs. Direct from New York. Among the lot are just they
be held at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, past year ware, audited, allowing quite Pa., to Rev, John H, Seehler.and pro as garbage, then discovered to be the Mixed,
by members. Payment will he made to the
- ' -“
85 to 95
“
the things suitable for a nice Christmas
same
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the Philadelphia delegation shows tbe of pure oil to the ton, worth in its tainedoven
Trappe, November 9th, 1888.
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near this place, were recently united in 9 a. m., to 12. Tbe Treasurer’s ac way the wind is blowing, and the offi crude state $14 to the ton, or $40,000,- open
tft, investigate the merits of this article and ask
Casaimers, Furniture, Oils, and Groceries
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Yours yery respectfully,
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WM.'C. GORDON, Agent ,
ents Saturday evening. We failed to bills. Mine Host Gross dined the dig Henry K. Boyer; Resident Clerk, the oil qp to a yalue of $1 a gallon, and
CoHegsvlffii, ¥*•
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In the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery county.
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Court to make distribution of the balance re
fTood Gate.
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1 5 iio
JOHN W. BJCKEL, Auditor.
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FRESH COWS !
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FRESH COWS.

COLLIGETILLEJREMOIISES.

BOOTS & SHOES!
M EN,
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Holiday Goods,

Famous “5” Cent Counter

J

STOPPED FREE
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W. ROYER, M. D-,

Department of Agriculture.

L. ACKER,

A ttorn e y at Law ,

Practising Physician,

WORTH NOTING.
:—No. 309 SWEDE ST.
(Acker Building) a few doors above Main.
Prof. Shelton of the Kansas Agri
Office 4t his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Will promptly attend to all legal business en cultural College says so far as general
Hall.
trusted. to bis care. Speaks German.
TRAPPE, PA,

M Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

N o r r is t o w n O f f ic e

W . M. PEARSON,

Physician,

E V A N SB U R G , PA
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.

A uctioneer,
P h o e n ix v il l e P . O ., Pa.
Residence : Near
Black Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county,
P a . Will do my best to fill every engagement
in a satisfactory manner.
19jyly

jg A. KRUSEN, M. D.,

Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Office Hours ¡—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ;
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf

CD WARD DAVID,

PAINTER and PAPER-HANQER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.

S am p les o f P a p er
T R. UMSTAD, M. D.,

Always on hand.

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, PA. (L oweb P rovidence P.O.)
Office Hours—UbMI 8.30 a. m., 1 to 2 p.m..
Telephone connected with Collegeville Drug
Store.
13sep’88

W

L. CRATER,

*

WITH W. H. BLANCHORD,

PAPER HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Estimates furnished
and paper supplied.
2feb

T D. GRAVER, M. D.,

JO SEPH ST O N E ,

Physician and Fharmaceotist,
TRAPPE, PA.
Eighteen years’ experience. Can be consulted
in English or German.
14july

jQR. B. F. PLACE,
D
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T
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C A R P E T

W E A V E R

COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order In any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet tor
sale at reasonable prices.

J)AVID SPRINGER,
Main St ., R oyersford, P a.

86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues
day. Gas administered.

N O T A R Y P U B L IC ,

I m e aid Beal Estate A p t

REM OVED!

AND LOAN BROKER:
Insurance placed for one, three or five years In
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies,
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply

ft S. B o m , D. B. S,

209 Sw ede St r e F.t , First house
below Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of T IG E R HOTEL,
Pure Nltrods Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the
4th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia.
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
Artificial sets from $5 to $10. English and Ger
This
old
and popular hotel still furnishes the
man spoken.
(ptap4-89 best accommodations
for man and beast. The
bar always supplied with the best liquors ■and
cigars. Rates, $1.50 per day, and from $4.50 to
J J M. BROWNBACK,
$6.00 per week.
J. W. PLACE, Proprietor.

A T T Ö R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.2S-lyr.

J^DWARD E. LONG,

J ohn Gunther , Clerk.

5aply

Areola-:- Mills !
P e rkiom e n R. R.,Pa.

A tto r n e y - a t-L a w ,

Jgp” The undersigned has taken pos
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE
session o f the
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Q

Areola Flour and Grist Mills

TYSON KRATZ,

----- AND-----

A ttorne y - at - Law ,
311 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
t3F“ Philadelphia business also attended to.
R esidence : Lower Providence Township.
12aply

AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
Land Title and Trust Co. Building, Nos. 60S and
610 Chestnnt St., Philadelphia.
Room 28. Take the Elevator.
Dec.l7,lyr.

^

D. FETTEROLF,

Justice of the Peace
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

COAL AHD FEED WAREHOUSE !
The flour mill has been put in good repair,
and farmers can have their wheat converted into
flour, or exchanged for the best flour. The
Areola Mills have always taken the lead In mak
ing the best burr flour. Will always be kept on
hand a full line of all kinds of

- M ill F e e d and C oal OF THE BEST GRADES.
Mr. Whitworth, as miller, will have charge of
the mills, and all the business pertaining there
to, in my absence, with authority to sell at
figures as low as the lowest. Favor us with
your orders.
I shall still continue to handle Fertilizers. I
have to offer this fall something special in the
shape of a Natural Guano, from South America.
It has been selling at about forty dollars per
ton ; it must be sold this fall. Farmers, come
and examine it. It is an excellent article as a
grain and grass fertilizer. Will offer it at a
great reduction:

J O H N S. HUNSICKER,

IF. IE3. FA R IN G E K .

Ju stic e of the Peace,

28jun6m

RAHN STATION, PA.
|50“Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
able.
27jan-

- B A R G A IN S ALL THE TIME, IN

H A R N E S S !

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
(X mile north of Trappe.)

BRUSHES
SOAPS,
OILS,
AXLE
GREASE,
WHIPS,
COMBS,
Blankets,
Robes,
Lap-Covers
Fly-Nets,

Surveyor a n d C onve yan ce r
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.

P. KOONS,

J

P ra ctica l S la ter T !
R A H N S S T A T IO N Pa.

h

Dealer In every quality of Rootling, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

^

B. WISMER,

All the Best Grades of Working and Driving
COLLARS, at

M iiler’s, Upper Prorata Square:
Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. EiF" Repairing attended to
promptly." The best material nsed.
13fHeadl1ght Oil, Cigare and Tobacco.

Practical Slater !

John 6. Detwiler.

Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and rootling felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a
large lot of greystone flagging.

gUNDAY P A P E R S ..
J

G. T. MILLER.

CARPENTER and BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates tor work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
jan.l ,’85,tf.

J

W. GOTWALS.
YE R K E S

The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

P
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'
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Collegeville.

E
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T
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Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES,
------- BUTCHER AND D EALER IN ------Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business in less time
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and and a£ less cost than those remote from Wash
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
apl6-tf
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We ad vise if poten table or not, free of
CCRAP IR O N !
charge. Our fed not due till patent is secured.
The highest cash prices pai«4 for Scrap Cast A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
BOBERT8 MACHINE WORKS,
V«jun
Collegeville, Pa. 14oc) Opposite Patent Office. Washington, t>, C»
,

,

PA.

Beef,: Veal: and: Mutton!

farming goes, it has found no single
variety or combination of sorts that
equals the mixture of orchard grass
and red clover, using a bushel and a
half of the former and about three
quarts of the latter to every acre of
ground. Other kinds in particular
localities may be better than the or
chard grass. Timothy often -is excel
lent, although never reliable on tbe
college farm. English blue grass (Festuca elatior) is, iu many situations, un
equaled, while Alfalfa and red clover
have a place upon nearly every Kansas
farm ; but tbe mixed orchard grass
aDd red clover are likely to satisfy
more farmers than any single sort or
combination.
Waldo F. Brown, in the Country
Gentleman, suggests several experi
ments for the stations to take hold of :
Let them select several lots of hogs,
feeding one lot all the corn they will
eat, another lot half as much corn and
a certain amount of bran and oil-meal,
a third lot bran and oil-meal alone.
Again, does it cost as much to feed
two cows weighing 2,400 pounds as
three whose aggregate weight is the
same—or, in other words, is the food
of support in’proportion to tbe weight
of the animal ? This question may le
readily settled, but the figures would
be interesting if the cattle were weighed
weekly and the food and milk product
weighed daily. There is a very strong
prejudice on the part of most farmers
against Jersey cows, simply because
they are small, and if it can be shown
by conclusive experiments that there
is a saving of one-tbird of tbe food by
the use of an 800 pound cow over the
feeding of one of 1,200 pounds weight,
it ought to remove this prejudice.
Another thing which ought to be
tested is tbe per cent, of food lost by
exposing cattle to cold. Mr. Brown
has tried to experiment a little in this
line himself, and has reached the con
clusion that a stable as warm as it
ought to be would save $5 per bead in
wintering a full-grown cow or steer,
and that not one barn in ten is made
as warm as would be profitable for the
stock. He can build a complete cow
barn, large enough to accommodate
ten cows and their food, for $300, and
if this estimate is correct, the mere sav
ing of food would pay back the prin
cipal in six years.
Prof. Swenson, of Fort Scott, Kan
sas, says in tbe Husbandman that Dr.
Collier was the first to call attention to
the presence of large quantities of
sugar in tbe sorghum cane. I t was
due to his researches that tbe work
was taken up by other States and by
private persons, until finally success
has been achieved.
This, together
with his staunch defence of tbe indus
try “ when it needed friends,” entitles
him to the honor of being the founder
of tbe sorghum sugar industry.
Which is the more profitable for tbe
dairy, a small cow or a large one ? Dr.
Collier of the New York Experiment
Station, considers this an important
question, and he considers that experi
ment stations should investigate it.
Dr. Collier proposes also to investi-'
gate tbe following problems : (1)
Whether with two foods of similar
composition both will affect equally
the milk and butter yield or whether
one will tend more to tbe production
of body fat and less to an increase of
tbe milk ; (2) the influence of tbe
various grains fed separately and com
bined in rations, and to what extent
the chemical and physical properties of
butter are influenced by different foods.
Is it a fact, as Colman's Rural World
states, that the laboring man in tbe
city has more fruit and vegetables on
his table and for a longer time than tbe
average farmer ?
A trial mentioned by Major Alvord
in tbe Boston Cultivator, which took
place at tbe Massachusetts Agricul
tural College, shows a remarkable
variation in tbe daily weight of cows,
which were during the trial fed and
treated the same. Neither aDimal held
the same weight on any two consecu
tive days during the month. There
are three or four differences of 12
pounds in 24 hours, and one instance
of an apparent gain of 20 pounds in a
day.
An ofder in Council in England ex
acts that tbe local authorities shall
cause all cattle that have been in any
way in contact with animals affected
with pleuro-pneumonia to be slaught
ered within ten days after tbe fact has
been ascertained, and tbe cattle to be
slaughtered must be kept in a shed till
their death, Tbe owners are to be
compensated out of the local rate, tbe
compensation being the value of the
animal immediately before it is slaught
ered ; but iu no case must it exceed
£40—$200. The agricultural press is
jubilant at this arrangement, as it is
hoped that thereby this ruinous plague
will at last be eradicated.— Rural New
Yorker.

PLUCKING FOWLS.
The American Poultry Yard gives
the following directions :
Plucking fowls' is a tedious process.
If there are any who want to operate
without tbe aid of the scalding pro
cess, let them do so, and when they are
tired of it, let them try the following
improved method : Dip the fowls into
cold water, and let them drip. Then
apyly finely pulverized rosin to the
feathers, using a dredging box for con
venience. Then scald in the usual
way. The rosin sticks the feathers to
gether, so that the pin feathers come
out. with the others, saving much
trouble. Apply about half a teacupful
of rosin to a fowl. Use tbe common
crude article. I t is cheap stuff, and its
cost is made up ten times over by the
labor saved.

I F YO U W A N T TH E V E R Y B E S T T H R E SH IN G M A C H IN E
N O W I N U SE, YO U SH O U LD P U R C H A SE
r*.
THE C E LE B R A TE D
Q&j

000 ,000 .

NO FARMER CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT ONE.

ZEE O R S E

D ealers

IP O W

I E IR, S

Are guaranteed to be light running and are supplied with a SPEED REGULATOR that is
Safe, Reliable and Durable.

IR O N C A S T IN G S

I

Of Every Description Made to Order.

S T E A M H E A T IN G

|

a,™ ePERKINS

In All Its Branches.

WIND MILL

CED A R TANKS

of all sizes made to Older, net

The Roberts Machine Company,
Engineers, Machinists and Iron Founders,

A full supply of Coal of all sizes constantly on
hand, from the beet mines in the

L e h ig h and Schuylkill

COAL.

-

-

C O A L.

Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,

The Sensation of the Season !
SO COMPLETE !

SO NEW !

SO NOVEL !

SO CHEAP !

= O U R H O L ID A Y G O O D S !
A P P R O P R IA TE G IF T S FOR A L L K IN D S OF F O L K L I T T L E AN D B IG — At all kinds o f prices.
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A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.
H E A D Q U A R T E R S j 1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet
F o r S P O R T IN G G oods I N O R R IS T O W N , P a .

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,

AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none In
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns ana
fencing.

ENTERPRISE

lABBLE WORKS
ROYERSFORD, Mont. Co , Pa.
I would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Monum ents and T ombstones , of Italian or

American Marble or Granite, in the
finest and latest designs.

G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SILLS, ETC., ETC
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up In a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n ter pr ise W orks . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
IILow prices and fair dealings,
RESPECTFULL 7,

D. Th e o, B u ck w a lte r.

Jn n e8 -ly .

COLLEGEVILLE

BAKERY !
The Hunsicker Company,
PROPRIETORS.

Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, of every De
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order.
Repairing and Choke Boring a specialty.

W IL L IA M B R IG G S .
------ O u r F a c ilitie s for E x e c u tin g
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EVERY MORNING.

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season,
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

W . D. Valentine

C O AL.

CH ESTN U T

FL O T JR ,

C ollegeville. F a .

Sol. E. Heavner, P ro p rie to r

C O A L,

PICKETS, CEDAR AND
RAILS.

SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, &c., &c. Particular attention given to Repairing
Farm Machinery.

COLLEGEVILLE

Carriages of all descriptions manufactured
within a reasonable length of time, and all
hinds of wheelwright work done promptly. Mr.
Valentine and myself, having been in the em
ploy of the former proprietor of the Carriage
Works (Mr. Blanchford) for a number of years,
ws fep} jssqred that we can give every patron
entire satisfaction. AH kinds of repairing and
repainting and varnishing done promptly,
tifP ric e s always reasonable.
SOL. E. HEAVNER.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.

S team and W a te r F ittin g in all its B ran ch es.

Tbe English rarely drive their
draught horses faster than a walk.
Trotting a cart horse would seem bar
barous to a cockney.

Carriage Works !

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

ISTTRON PUMPS a specialty.

UARTUAIET HOUSE, UOERISTOWU, PA.

Sheep are better scavengers for
small, unripe, wormy apples than
swine are, it is claimed.

LUM BER,

Which is now almost indispensable for convenient supply of water.

An inspection of apple barrels in tbe
The Newest Designs in Silverware, Ice Pitchers, Sugar and Cream Sets, Castors, Butter Dishes,
Knives, Forks, Spoons, Fruit Knives, Nut Picks, &c., &c., &c.
commission stores again revealed to us
the fact, that many farmer orchardists Opera Glasses, Spectacles and Eye Glasses to suit all. Our LOW PRICES make these beautiful
goods all bargains.
consider the middle of the barrel a fit
J. D. Sa lla d e , Jew eler a n d O p tician ,
dumping place for unmarketable (gnarl
ed and wormyjfruit. So long as this 16 E. MAIN STREET, (Opposite Public Square) NORRISTOWN, PA.
state of affairs continues, the average
price of fruit will be far below what it
ought to be, and what it would be
otherwise. These dishonest practices
W M . C. B L A C K B U R N ,
Proprietor.
hurt the fruit-grower much more than
X/A
the consumer. The packer not only
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loses his poor apples, which he might
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use at home for feeding stock or for
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making cider, but a considerable share
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would bring, if properly sorted—and it
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Every time you worry your horses
you shorten their lives and days of use
fulness.

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemloc,

OUR

LARGE & VARIED ASSORTMENT OF WATCHES, CLOCKS & JEWELRY.

A window facing south in the poul
try house this winter will pay in in
creased eggs.

C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

Dwarf Thresher and Separator.

HOGS AND LARD.
There are in the United States over
50,000,000 hogs, worth not less than
$300,000,000, and that 30,000,000 are
slaughtered annually, yielding a pro
duct of 10,000,000 pounds of lard
worth $80,000,000. In the year 1886-7
more than 17,000,000 found their way
to the great markets of tbe -United
States, and the lard amounted to more
than 527,000,000 pounds ; the value of
this lard was more than $40,000,000.
Not less than 325,000,000 pounds were
exported to foreign markets, and tbe
value of this was not less than $30,-

Gristock & Vanderslice,

:

Wm. J. TIOIPSOU,
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
Job Work done at the I n d e p e n d e n t office favorably compares with that done anywhere In
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.

fr

B E E F,=
VEAL,=
=M U TT0N ,=

If you have anything to sell and want to ssll R and if you want your neighbors and the rest, of
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is—
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public tor past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.
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Schuylkill Region.
- I N THE COLUMNS OF THE—

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

----- ALL GRADES OF -----

Flour £” Feed ^ “PR O V ID EN CE
PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE
LOWEST PRICES.

Coin, Oats, Clio; Coro, Col Heal,
Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Bran,
Cotton Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and
everything usually kept' in a flour
and feed store.
Also

Clover and Timothy Seed,
Seed Corn, Sped Oats, Lime, &c.

JST-Agent for Williams and Clark’s phosphates.
YARD AND WAREHOUSE :

Oaks Station,
-— *—

IN D E P E N D E N T S

The best advertising medinm in the nilddle section o f Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e fENDENT circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 3500
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. ^Money judiciously
Invested In an advertisement in its columns will bring ymjliberal returns.
A public sale o f Personal Property advertised in the I n d e pe n d en t
will not fall to attract the attention of numerous peonle
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise-

W . E. Jo h n so n , Proprietor.
S U B S C R IB E FOR TH E

“ ^ Z E ^ Q Y Z m Z E IS rC E

Perk. R, R.

— A PU LL L IN E OP ALL K IND S OP—

H O RSE

GOODS,

Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
Ac. A full stock of collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
will receive prompt attention'.
27janyj.

— =—

—$1.2$ per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
into the bargain fey subscribing and paying for the I n d e pe n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor.4 The I n d e pe n d en t
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and
jJJR
S
.S
.L
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.
all opinions worthy of space* If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
TRAPPE, PA.,
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making
suhsçribe for tbe PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
Ac.

3 29 ly

P ro ra te Square H a n s Sint; !

F R A N K REES.
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329 N. 15th St., below Callowhill, Phila., Pa.

2 0 years’ experience in all S p e c ia l diseases. Per
manently restores those weakened by early indis
cretions, «fee. Call or write. Advice free and strictly
confidential. Hours, 10 A.M. till 3 P.M., and 7 to IQ
evenings. jgjT «end %ct. Stamp for Book*

